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Last Updated on March 24, 2021 We’ve all done it. We’ve gone out and bought useless gadgets that we don’t really need, just because they seemed really cool at the time. Then, we are stuck with a bunch of junk, and end up tossing it or trying to sell it on Ebay.On the other hand, there are some pretty awesome tech
inventions that are actually useful. For instance, many of the latest home gadgets do some of your work for you, from adjusting the home thermostat to locking your front door. And, if used as designed, these tools should really help to make your life a lot easier—and that’s not just a claim from some infomercial trying to
sell you yet another useless gadget. Take a look at some of the most popular “smart gadgets” on the market:1. Smart Door Locks A smart lock lets you lock and unlock your doors by using your smartphone, a special key fob, or biometrics. These locks are keyless, and much more difficult for intruders to break into,
making your home a lot safer. You can even use a special app to let people into your home if you are not there to greet them. 2. Smart Kitchen Tools Wouldn’t you just love to have a pot of coffee waiting for you when you get home from work? What about a “smart pan” that tells you exactly when you need to flip that
omelet? From meat thermometers to kitchen scales, you’ll find a variety of “smart” gadgets designed to make culinary geeks salivate.3. Mini Home Speaker Play:1 If you love big sound, but hate how much space big speakers take up, and if you want a stereo system that is no bigger than your fist, check out the Play:1
mini speaker. All you have to do is plug it in, connect, and then you can stream without worrying about any interruptions or interface. You can even add onto it, and have different music playing in different rooms. 4. Wi-Fi Security Cameras These are the latest in home security, and they connect to the Wi-Fi in your home.
You can use your mobile devices to monitor what is going on in your home at all times, no matter where you are. Options include motion sensors, two-way audio, and different recording options.5. Nest ThermostatThis is a thermostat that lives with you. It can sense seasonal changes, temperature changes, etc., and it will
adjust itself automatically. You will never have to fiddle with a thermostat dial or keypad again, because this one basically does all of the work for you. It can also help you to save as much as 12% on heating bills, and 15% on cooling bills. 6. Smart Lighting Control your home lighting from your remote device. This is great
if you are out and want to make sure that there are some lights on. It is designed to be energy efficient, so it will pay for itself over time because you won’t have to spend so much on your monthly energy bills.7. Google Chromecast Ultra Whether you love movies, television shows, music, etc., you can stream it all using
Google Chromecast Ultra. Stream all of the entertainment you love in up to 4K UHD and HDR, for just $69 monthly.8. Canary This home security system will automatically contact emergency services when they are needed. This system offers both video and audio surveillance, so there will be evidence if there are any
break-ins on your property. You can also use it to check up on what’s happening at home when you are not there, including to make sure the kids are doing their homework.Featured photo credit: Karolina via kaboompics.com Mandarin Chinese is one of the world’s most popular languages. There are almost a billion
speakers worldwide. Chances are that it’s the version you want to learn. The good news is that there are plenty of apps that teach Chinese. Not all of them are good, though, but that’s why we’re here. Here are the best Mandarin Chinese learning apps for Android! Duolingo is our first choice for learning Chinese! Price:
Free / $7.49 per month / $48.99 per year / $109.99 once Drops is a language learning app with a ton of languages. That includes Chinese. This app boasts a unique style and five-minute sessions. That should work great for learners on the go. It focuses mostly on vocabulary and conversational Chinese rather than
grammar. Thus, the app skips some of the most tedious aspects of any language. The app features 1,700 words across 99 topics. The full experience requires either a subscription or an expensive one-off purchase. We actually recommend the one-off purchase over subscriptions. Price: Free / $9.99 per year Duolingo is
one of the best and most popular language learning apps ever. It also supports Mandarin Chinese. Duolingo takes the small-bites approach to language learning. You log on every day, do some activities, and progressively learn the language. It’s an excellent way to learn a language over the span of months without
dedicating large portions of your day to the activity. Every language is free to learn and the activities are easy enough for both kids and adults. The $9.99 per month price tag adds some optional benefits, but not having it won’t get in the way of you learning things. Price: Free Google Translate is probably the best
translation app on Google Play. It translates between 103 languages online and 59 languages offline. Of course, that includes Chinese. This app works great for both learners and travelers. You can translate conversations in real time, learn new words, and even point your camera at Chinese words to see translations. It
obviously won’t teach you Chinese on its own. However, it’s a valuable (and free) tool for any up and coming linguist. This is also the one we’d recommend first. Price: Free / $6.99 per month / Up to $149.99 per year HelloChinese is an excellent Chinese learning app for beginners. It has a lot of lessons and comes at the
topic from a variety of directions. That includes games, pronunciation courses, offline support, and support for both simplified and traditional Chinese. It uses simple, small lessons. That helps make a difficult language slightly easier to learn. There is more than enough free content for beginners. It should also let you see if
you like it enough to pay for it every month. Price: Free / Up to $9.99 LingoDeer is a very competent app for learning Chinese. This one focuses mostly on Asian dialects, including Japanese, Korean, Chinese, and Vietnamese. The app utilizes bite-size courses for quick learning. It builds a vocabulary and fills it in as you
go. Some other features include offline support, 2,000 words and phrases, and over 150 lessons. The app is entirely free unless we missed something. There is an option to donate to the developers, though, if you want to show your appreciation. Price: Free / $9 per month / $59.99 per month Memrise is one of the most
popular language learning apps on mobile. It supports a variety of languages and, of course, Chinese is one of them. Memrise takes a broad approach to language learning. There are vocabulary and grammar lessons, games, quizzes, a chat bot for conversational Chinese practice, a pronunciation guide with audio
examples, and a lot more. It’s also usable offline. All these features do come at a price. That said, Memrise is definitely for those serious about learning Chinese and easily one of the best Mandarin Chinese learning apps. Price: Free / $9.99 per month / $47.99 per year Mondly is another large language learning
company. They support dozens of languages, including Chinese. Most languages have their own apps as well. Thus, you don’t get the extra stuff from all of the other languages that you don’t want. Mondly apps include the usual array of lessons for both vocabulary and grammar. It uses a conversational approach. You
basically learn how to talk in Chinese first. You then learn all of the extra words and phrases. It’s a neat little system. This one is fairly expensive at $9.99 per month. However, it’s for serious learners much like Memrise. Price: Free / $94.99 per year / $199.99 once Rosetta Stone is a huge name in language learning.
Their commercials reach back decades. The app’s methods are very effective. It uses a conversational approach. You learn to talk in the language and then expand with additional vocabulary and grammar. It also includes offline support, additional study aids, and more. The Chinese package is either $94.99 per year or
a single payment of $199.99. That’s expensive, but at least it’s just once. Price: Free / Up to $4.99 Simply Learn Chinese Mandarin is a simple app, obviously. It works better as a phrasebook than a language learning app. It features over 900 common Chinese words and phrases. You get 300 of those in the free version.
The app also features quizzes, training sessions, and more. It’s mostly for travelers. However, it can be a decent and valuable extension of whatever apps you already use. We definitely recommend this for quick, secondary learning. It’s also relatively inexpensive, at least compared to other apps in the language learning
space.  Price: Free / $6.99 per month / $34.99 per year Tandem is a lot like HelloTalk. You pair up with other individuals. You teach them while they teach you. It boasts well over 100 languages and a ton of language combinations. It’s almost impossible to not find a match. Tandom also features audio and video calls,
text and picture messages, audio messages, a text correction feature, and more. You can even choose the topic you want to learn more about. For instance, that means you can learn Chinese foods if you want. This is an excellent secondary learning source. We recommend pairing this with a more traditional learning
app for a great combination of learning. Speakly is another decent app in this space as well. HelloTalk is another excellent app that does very much the same thing. You can go with either one. Both are excellent Mandarin Chinese learning apps. AppsAndroid apps, Best Apps, China
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